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Part one 
  

1. What do we learn from lines 1-6 about the Olympic Games? 

(3) How they changed. 

 

2. What are we told in lines 7-14?   

(2) How Stanton got information about the subject. 

(6) Why Coubertin founded the modern Olympics. 

 

3. Why does the writer mention that athletic achievements could be measured 

objectively? Give ONE answer according to lines 15-23. COMPLETE THE 

SENTENCE.  

He does this to explain why modern Olympics include athletic achievements 

only \\ the inclusion of the arts in the modern Olympics was very problemtics.  

 

4. What do we learn from lines 15-23 about the art competitions? 

(2) How the winners were chosen 

 

5. What information is given about all the critics mentioned in lines 21-23? 

(3) Why they were against the art competitions. 

 

6. What was the "decision" that is referred to in lines 26? 

Removing the art competitions from the games. 

 

7. According to line 31, today artists "can contribute to the unique atmosphere of 

the Games." How can they do that? Give ONE answer from lines 24-31. 
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By exhibitions \\ festivals \\ the cultural Olympiad. 

 

8. Stanton worked very hard to collect the information for his book. Copy a 

sentence or a phrase from the article that shows this. 

Spent ten years doing research for the book \\ Reading thousands of old 

documents and archives 

 

 

Part 2 

9. What did the study which was done in England show? 

(3) How common sleep problems are. 

 

10.  According to Dr. Milner, what may prevent people from sleeping well? Give 

ONE answer. 

They are bothered by noise \\ They are in stress \\ They plan for the next day. 

 

11. According to Dr. Milner, what may happen to people who don't sleep well? Give 

ONE answer. COMPLETE THE SENTENCE. 

They may find it hard to keep up daily routine \\ have less energy \\ have 

difficulty concentrating.  

 

12. What does Dr. Milner say about sleeping pills? 

(1) They are not always helpful. 

 

13. According to Dr. Milner, what can help you get enough sleep? 

(4) Following a regular sleep routine. 

 

14. According to Dr. Milner, the quality of your sleep may improve if you avoid (-) 

(3) Eating certain foods before going to bed. 

 

 


